So, you’ve made a
climate emergency
declaration...
What are you
going to do next?
You’re now one of the many organisations, local authorities and individuals that recognise
climate breakdown and biodiversity loss as two of the most serious issues of our time.

But a declaration only
gets us so far.
Now you need a plan of
action – and support in
how to make real change.
We all want to take action in the face of this emergency, but it can be hard to know
where to begin.
After creating our own five-step action plan, we want to share a clear route you can
take on your climate declaration journey.

No one organisation can – or should – do this alone…

So what can we help
you with?
Step 1.
Articulating
your ambition...
– Understanding your aspirations
and priorities
– Exploring what you have to do
(i.e. legally binding requirements
material to the built environment)
– Identifying your key target outcomes

Step 2.
Assessing your
objectives…
– Understanding the local context
and key challenges
– Helping you asses the best
references, whether the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals, or best practice standards
– Knowing where to source data
from to inform decision making,
such as measured data or modelled
projections

Step 3.
Understanding
the principles…
– Guiding you through the policy
landscape and building regulations
– Developing climate change mitigation
or adaptation strategies
– Insight into routes to decarbonisation,
biodiversity net gain, and circular
economy approaches

Step 4.
Collaboration,
advocacy and
transparency…
– Identifying all relevant and key
stakeholders and supporting you
with bringing them together
– Connecting you to the leading
developers, designers, planning
consultants etc
– Hosting industry engagement and
participation in public consultations

Step 5.
Creating a
framework
action plan…
– Establishing a charter with defined
outcomes, themes, and targets
– Identifying a programme of key
stage actions
– Helping parties to align actions
– Championing, monitoring and
reporting progress

To learn more about our climate-emergency support
services, or to discuss your pressing concerns
contact AshleyBateson@hoarelea.com
JamesFord@hoarelea.com
TundeAgoro@hoarelea.com
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